LifeLong Learning: un confronto europeo tra politiche giovanili, formazione, lavoro e orientamento

15 novembre - ore 15.00-18.30
Sala Scirocco
Magazzini del Cotone, Genova
YOUNG_ADULLLT Roundtable at Salone Orientamenti

Dissemination Activity

Date: 15th November 2017, 14:30.

Venue: Salone Orientamenti at Magazzini del Cotone¹ (Sala Scirocco Conference room, building 9, 3rd floor), Genoa, Italy

Language of the workshop: English, with consecutive interpreting.

Duration: 3 hours.

Assessed number of participants: 50 people (including the YOUNG_ADULLLT partners).

Brief description of Salone Orientamenti²:

Salone Orientamenti 2017 is the most important event about the educational offer presentation in Genoa, Liguria and Italy; it provides the opportunity of matching between enterprises and youths and offers, considering the guidance a way to promote conscious choices for professional future.

The schedule and exhibitors are arranged on four areas: “Know yourself”, “Know the training offer”, “Know the labour market” and “Know society”. In addition, eight thematic paths cross the main areas of Salone, following diverse production chains: “Tourism, Cultural Heritage and Landscape”, “Shipping, Maritime

¹https://www.google.it/maps/place/Magazzini+del+Cotone,+Piazzale+Luigi+Durand+de+la+Penne,+1,+16128+Genova+GE/@44.4082898,8.9191443,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x12d3415e29e9bd2d:0x4f9ba162804fe78518m2!3d4
4.4083184d8.9213436
²Source: http://www.orientamento.liguria.it

Orientamenti is the place for getting to know and promoting the skills, through the Notte dei Talenti (the awards ceremony which honours the best practices of local youth entrepreneurships and research), the first edition of WordSkills Liguria³ (a contest among young talents in the fields of technology, industry, craftsmanship and personal services), and the eight laboratories on the key competences of European Commission for Lifelong Learning.

Orientamenti is part of the European Vocational Skills Week⁴, is enhanced by the simultaneous presence of the International Career Day (which brings new proposals for the youths’ professional future fostering the direct match between labour supply and demand), and the Forum Internazionale sull’Orientamento, which is committed to the New Skills Agenda for Europe.

This year edition will particularly focus on the career guidance system and its features in Italy, the connections between labour market and training system and the maritime jobs.

**YOUNG_ADULLLT Roundtable main aims and structure:**

The aim of the workshop is to introduce the project to stakeholders in particular policy-makers, technicians (mainly from local public authorities) and researchers in the fields of education, labour and training. Focusing on the very first results of the project with specific reference to Italian context, the roundtable aims to engage the audience in a debate, which will mostly draw on the main theoretical approaches of the project (and related methodologies) and their application to the analysis of the LifeLong Learning policies, which represents a common ground for the audience (albeit from different perspectives).

**Roundtable structure:**

1. *Introduction of the YOUNG_ADULLLT project* – 20 minutes – Marcelo Parreira do Amaral (project coordinator)

2. *Presentation of the first Policy Brief*⁵ – presentation of the first project results in terms of policy mapping: related implications and recommendations (conceived at EU level) are contextualized to Italy, in order to start engaging the local authorities’ representatives in the following debate - 20 minutes - Hans Georg Kotthoff

3. *Roundtable “YOUNG_ADULLLT by its three main entry points: institutional, individual and structural level”* – the representatives of the research teams which are coordinating the different sub-studies of the project fieldwork present their specific approaches and their incorporation of the main theoretical dimension of the project. Thus, through each presentation will be provided insights concerning the Life Course dimension and the subjective perspectives of the addressees (Xavier Rambla) and the different patterns of Governance within different frames of Cultural Political Economy and different institutional frameworks (Oscar Valiente). The coordinator of the work package focused on case studies analysis (Mauro Palumbo) completes the roundtable presenting (mainly by a methodological standpoint) the project approach to case studies. In terms of debate,

³https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=14&v=4hfPE-O1leM
⁴http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=1261
⁵An Italian translated version of the document will circulate among the participants before the workshop.
the roundtable is a chance for stimulating policy makers and technicians to reflect on the cultural underlying assumptions of the policies, as well as their impacts on their addresses biographies. At the same time, insights deriving from the first results of the project (see also the previous presentation) might be (re)interpreted by the expert audience, potentially finding complementary perspectives which might support partners of the project in their analysis – 60 minutes – Xavier Rambla, Oscar Valiente, Mauro Palumbo

4. Open roundtable – by their discussion, Mauro Palumbo and Ilaria Cavo (Regional Assessor for the Vocational Training and Youth policies, Regione Liguria) trigger the debate concerning the topics of the previous presentations